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Excellence in education will remain a central
focus for Aveti Learning throughout
perpetuity. The total comprehension of
students is directly proportional to the level
of quality and expertise they get in the
classroom.
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Bargarh, a site of the world-famous Dhanuyatra

festival and a region known for its picturesque

waterfalls and verdant hills,  envisions the future

of today's schoolchildren becoming bright and

beautiful in light of all  the splendour around

them. Bargarh District Administration and Aveti

Learning are shouldering the responsibility of

bringing these youngsters one step closer to

educational attainment and success. The

Collector of Bargarh district and Aveti Learning

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

on the very first week of August for the Smart

Class Installation Project in 5T Highs schools.  The

agreement specifies that Aveti Learning will

install Smart Classrooms in all 5T high schools in

the Bargarh district.  So far,  Aveti Learning has

installed Smart Class in 183 government 5T high

schools of Bargarh district and the most

important and noteworthy thing is that within 15

days of signing the agreement, Aveti 's Smart

Class has become operational in 179 schools.  This

installation of smart classes in such a short span

of time was made possible not only by the Aveti

team, but also by the District administration that

includes the DEO, the ADEOs, the DSS of Bargarh. 
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"It is an honour for Aveti Learning to work

with the Bargarh District Education Authority.

With the ample help of the management, we

could set up 179 smartclassrooms in less than

15 days "
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Bana Bihari Kar,

Business Development Manager,

Aveti Learning Pvt. Ltd.

The Aveti team certainly couldn't have done its job

without the unwavering support of the respective

school's administration and faculty.  In the month

of September, all  of the district's schools have used

a total of 3,88,825 minutes of video sessions and

1,47,380 minutes of assessment units.  As of this

writing, a total of 2014 minutes of training on

blended learning was imparted to the teachers.
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Aveti Learning's 'Hybrid Smart Classroom Program'

was implemented at Unit-8 SSVM in August. This

school first opened its doors in the year 1983. Unit-8

SSVM is one of the many highly regarded private

schools in Odisha, and its students consistently

perform well above the state average on the BSE

Odisha Class 10 Board Exam. This school,  which first

started with two teachers and 33 students, now has a

total enrolment of 1 ,750 students, and 70 of its

teachers are committed to educating children in pre-

primary through tenth grade. A total of 5 Smart

classes have been installed by Aveti Learning and

there are plans to install Smart classes in another 5

classrooms in near future. Along with the

implementation of Smart classes, 60 of the school's

teachers have received training on Blended Learning

from Aveti 's knowledgeable trainers. The best part is

that many teachers are well past the typical young-

adult age group, yet they have no trouble whatsoever

using Aveti 's user-friendly technology to illustrate

each topic visually and provide engaging interactive

sessions. 

              Aveti Learning is now providing Smart Class

facility in more than 900 government 5T schools in

many districts of Odisha. Transparency, technology,

teamwork, time, and transformation are the 5'T's,  as

suggested by the name. This innovative system of

Odisha government can be seen to be very effective

as well .  However, upon looking closer,  it is  clear  that 

these qualities are also reflected in Aveti 's Hybrid

Smart Classroom Program, which is currently being

implemented in private schools.  In this case, we can

look at the example of the Unit-8 SSVM. The

installation work was carried out in a manner that

exemplifies clear teamwork by the Secretary of the

school,  the Chairman, the Principal,  The Director of

Aveti Learning, and Aveti 's implementation team

together. Not only do the teachers discover that the

technology is simple to use, but their level of

experience in the field of technology also continues

to expand. After smart classes are installed in the

school,  the teachers can monitor the academic

progress of students through a digital dashboard

provided by Aveti Learning. It is definitely

maintaining a transparency between teachers and

students. Then comes 'Time'.  All of the smartclass

installation work for Unit-8 SSVM was finished by

Aveti 's trained and skilled staff in just one day,

allowing teachers to begin teaching the very next

day. At last,  Transformation. The fundamental goal

of the Aveti Hybrid Smart Classroom Programme is

to accelerate the academic growth of children by

facilitating the timely completion of hardware

installation work, providing teachers with precise

data about the progress of their students, and

encouraging teachers to work together.
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STUDENTS' CORNER
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In light of the heated competition that exists in the

world, it takes real skill  to distinguish and

differentiate oneself from the crowd. Having this

ability is not always something that comes

naturally;  rather, constantly practicing new ways to

express oneself is required. Swara Somya Das is a

brilliant illustration of this principle. A native of

Alanahat, Jagatsinghpur, Swara Somya is the only

child of Satyaprakash Das and Manorama Das. She

is ambitious and driven enough to pursue unique

tasks despite her average academic achievement.

Swara, who received an overall score of 85% on the

matriculation exams that was just made public, is

currently pursuing her education at Sailabala

Women's College in Cuttack. School and life in

general were challenging for Swara since she

placed a higher value on talent than on academic

performance. The Corona pandemic posed a

challenge for Swara, who was attempting to

balance her studies with the limited income of her

father. Swara, l ike other youngsters,  had her

education hampered when schools were closed

and coaching was halted. During the pandemic

Swara was dismayed to discover that many

YouTube tutorials were of poor quality as she had

always desired to learn more than what could be

obtained from textbooks. 

It was when, she found that Aveti Learning was one

of the most effective ways for her to learn. She

embarked on an entirely new course of education

after becoming familiar with the Aveti Learning app

and the Aveti Learning YouTube channel.  Swara had

her doubts and questions answered by Aveti 's

knowledgeable instructors who led regular online

classes. She really valued Aveti Learning's

curriculum-based classes as well as other relevant

facilities the institution offered. Swara says that the

'Aveti Spoken English Class' is responsible for her

enhanced ability to communicate in English. After

she finished her matriculation exams, she joined in

the Aveti Bridge Course Program, a special initiative

started by Aveti ,  to give her ambitious spirit a

boost. In this program, Swara could prepare for

Class 11 Science along with other friends. Swara is

an individual with her own set of tastes and

priorities. She hopes to become an astrophysicist in

future. May all of Swara's dreams come true, and

may she continue to dream in this way.

SUCCESS REQUIRES CONSISTENCY : SWARA
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We can help you emerge out of your

complexities,  increase your self-confidence

and self-esteem, and bring you to the

realisation that "if  you can speak English,

so can I ."  This is what we do here at Aveti.

The second reason is that we were taught

to be afraid that learning English would be

difficult.  It goes without saying that

mastering anything new is not an easy

task, right? On the other hand, picking up

a new tongue isn't exactly complicated.

We will  help you conquer that fear here at

Aveti,  and show you that if  you can master

Hindi,  Telugu, and German, then there is

no reason why you can't also master

English. Join up with Aveti to discover the

excitement and simplicity of

communicating in the language known as

English.

IF YOU CAN SPEAK ENGLISH, SO CAN I !

    anguage is the greatest gift that was

given to mankind. It is also the most useful

instrument for communication all around

the world, with English being the format

that is utilised the most. Did you know that

English, in parallel to Hindi,  is the language

that is taught in the majority of schools in

India as a second or third language? In

everyday conversation in India, we use the

equivalent of several thousand English

words. Then why do some of us have such a

strong aversion to communicating in

English? There are actually two possible

explanations here. – To begin, we are

subjected to this kind of pressure from

society, which is a status symbol. When

people say things like, "You can speak

English, that means you are HIGH CLASS

and if you can't speak English, that means

you are LOW CLASS," it creates a sense of

inferiority that slows down the process of

learning a language.

L
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